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DEAR COLLEAGUES:

Letter from PDC / Maria Bates

The Pierce Diversity Committee is pleased to share
the first installment of our publication with you.

Power of the Light / Anonymous

We have created this publication with a dual
purpose: We wish to celebrate the inspiring work
of our colleagues and our accomplishments as a
college community (please check out our second
installment of this publication, forthcoming); and
while we have deep affection and praise for Pierce,
the nature of our work compels us to think deeply
about where we must continually step, together,
to nurture equitable practices on our campus.

Diversity vs. Equality Visual /
Sheri Atkinson
PIERCE COLLEGE CASE STUDIES:
Wheel Chait Accessibility at Pierce
Milo invitation at Pierce
More Case Studies: This is not Easy
TEACHING ACTIVITY:
Equity Exercises / Dr. Paul Gorski

Please note that our
celebration of our Pierce
community will be sent
out by the end of this
month; our original
publication was too large
to send through
cyberspace, so we
needed to break it into
parts. Thanks in advance
to all the contributors
for the upcoming
installment.
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We begin this endeavor by sharing a childhood
story to personalize the idea of inequity, followed
by a visual aid that highlights the scholarship of
Dr. Dafina Lazarus-Stewart. In Dr. LazarusStewart’s essay, “The Language of Appeasement,”
ze* proposes that “by substituting diversity and
inclusion rhetoric for transformative efforts to
promote equity and justice, colleges have avoided
recognizable institutional change.”
In this PDC newsletter, we will use Stewart’s
framework to examine how a pursuit of “Equity”
might inform Pierce practices in meaningful ways.
As always, we welcome your insights; please send
input to Maria Bates (batesmt@piercecollege.edu)
or the PDC (pdc@piercecollege.edu).
With warm regard,
THE PDC TEAM

*Dafina-Lazarus Stewart uses the nonbinary gender pronouns ze, zim and zir and is a professor of higher education
and student affairs at Bowling Green State University. Ze is on Twitter as @DrDLStewart.
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For every newsletter, we ask people to share their experiences. Some of you may have
even received personal emails, requesting a response to a very difficult question: “Have
you ever witnessed an inequitable situation or participated in it? What happened and
what did you do?”
One person responded, via a poignant short story, because “[he is] witnessing a rise in
hate as others look on,” but wishes to remain anonymous. The reason is because “[he]
has to live in [his] own skin and [doesn’t] want to talk about bad memories.”
We deeply thank this writer for sharing his story and for the implied take-away: If we
have the ability to stand, let’s take a stand—not watch with our hands in our pockets…
When I was seven years old, three sixth grade boys
[beat me up] as I walking to my bus stop; they
punched me in the face, sprained my left wrist, and
kicked me in the back after I had already fallen to the
ground in a fetal position.
“How is your rope-a-dope now, you ugly [#$%^& /
racial slur.]”
As they later explained to authorities, they thought I
knew how to fight like [Muhammad Ali], and they just wanted to test my skills.
I remember the shame of it all; how snot was running into my mouth, how one of my
new shoes had come off and was lying in the street; how I was embarrassed that people
could see me on the sidewalk, cradling my head.
But of all the things I remember, I felt most betrayed by my friend, [Jake], who had
been walking with me. We were good friends; so good, I thought, that I [affectionately]
called him, “Albino” because even his eyelashes were blond. And we spent many
afternoons in his yard, side-by-side, fighting imaginary villains and working up his two
doberman pinchers in a game we called, “Power of the Light.” “Look to the left!” he’d
warn, and I’d slash at the air, felling the evil spirit. “Watch out!” I yelled, and [Jake]
would jump over his dog, land on one foot, and slay a dragon.
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Jake and I were inseparable, so it was no surprise on this September day, he would be
with me. But as my humiliation began, and the sixth grade boys surrounded me in hate,
Jake just backed away to a safe distance and let me take a beating. He didn’t even
scream for help. [Afterwards], the trauma replayed in my mind; I kept seeing Jake’s
hands, tucked in the pockets of his polyester jacket.
And yes, I get it now; he was just a kid. He was probably scared of these dragons that
had come to life. But there’s one thing I still cannot shake.
When asked for a statement by the police, [Jake’s] parents told him to say nothing—to
not get involved; they were worried about his own safety and about offending one of the
bully-boy’s parents. [Jake] complied with his parents’ wishes, with relief: “I didn’t hear
anything! Maybe he hurt his wrist when he tripped? No, they were not yelling bad
words.”
For years, I suffered from [Jake’s] betrayal. “Momma,” I would repeat, “But he was
there. He was there.”
It wasn’t until I got older that I understood: Many good people pretend not to notice,
and to not act, because a real commitment to justice requires their courage, emotional
energy, and selflessness. Some people are scared to step from the comfort of their
distance to light the way for others. They are the ones who believe everything is alright,
or say everything will be alright, because they remain unaffected by injustice.

We are all guilty of being like [Jake] from time to time, looking on with our hands in our
pockets, unmoved. But for me, the “Power of the Light” died that day. 

s

To submit a story (about diversity / equality) or a personal anecdote, please
email pdc@piercecollege.edu.
All submissions are welcomed. If you have an article that you wish to
submit, please get reprint information (unless you own the materials).

W H A T

D O E S

E Q U I T Y

L O O K

L I K E ?

Dafina-Lazarus Stewart uses the nonbinary gender pronouns ze, zim and zir and is a professor of higher
education and student affairs at Bowling Green State University. Ze is on Twitter as @DrDLStewart .

This visual aid is based on the work of Dr. Dafina Stewart in “The Language of Appeasement.”
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PIERCE CASE STUDIES IN EQUITY
In the next section, we will be applying Dr. Dafina Stewart’s questions about diversity vs. equity
to (real) case studies at Pierce. The person’s name is not provided. This anonymity is to
encourage community members to share their stories without fear of criticism or judgement.
Please feel free to submit your stories to pdc@piercecollege.edu.
The goal of these case studies is for members to identify the challenge, discuss perspectives,
and develop equitable ways to address the situation.
QUESTION 1: DIVERSITY ASKS, “WHO’S IN THE ROOM?”
EQUITY ASKS, “WHO’S TRYING TO GET INTO THE ROOM BUT CAN’T?”
- P I E R C E

C O L L E G E

C A S E

S T U D Y

F R O M

F A L L

2 0 1 5 -

Synopsis: A wheel-bound student does not want to be placed in front of the class—by
the white board—at the adjustable desk that she depends upon. Instructor could move
this special desk to the front row, but three able-bodied students would need to sit in the
space vacated by the special desk. Two of these able-bodied students do not wish to sit
with everyone looking at them.
Extended explanation from instructor: One of
my students depends on her motorized
wheelchair to get into a newly renovated
classroom, attached to our Pierce College Center
for Success. Since she has limited mobility, she
also depends upon the mechanical desk located in
very front of the room, right next to the
instructor’s desk and the white board. Due to its
size and weight, this desk sits separately and in
isolation from the other students’ chairs.

Student at a campus event, “LIVING
STATUES;” this student represented
the voice of Abraham Lincoln.
Permission granted by student to
include photograph.

As an able bodied instructor, I am privileged to
walk and move without thinking about the
implications for others. When I walked in the
room, I was so overjoyed to have a space outside
of our old double-trailer in the Village. In my
limited perspective, diversity issues had been
addressed: There was a long desk in the front for
my student in the wheel chair. In other words,
diversity asks, “Does everyone have access to a
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desk?” and at the moment, I would have answered with a resounding, everlasting YES.
So when my student emailed me to let me know she might need help navigating through
the classroom and she required the one special desk, I assumed that her needs would be
fully met.
But my assumptions changed radically when my
student came into the class and requested that
we move the desk from the very front of the
class, where people could watch her. Due to her
limited hand movement, she felt self-conscious
and did not want others to see her struggle to
open her books.
“No problem!” I assured her, and then pushed the
(heavy) desk to the side of the room by the door.
Unfortunately, the desk, placed at an awkward
slant to make it fit, now blocked the narrow
walkway into the classroom. The entering
students could not come in. Moreover, the
student’s wheelchair would never fit unless we
propped open the door with the trashcan and she
sat halfway outside, protruding from the room.
This accommodation would be woefully
inadequate.
I ended up swapping three regulation desks in the
front row for the large adjustable one, but this
meant that three other students were now seated
next to my desk, facing their peers eye-to-eye;
two individuals felt very uncomfortable with this awkward arrangement. This was yet
another lesson for me as an instructor. While this student had a specialized desk (in
response to diversity), and the class set-up worked beautifully for me an able-bodied and
unaware person, it was not set up as an equitable space.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO SOLVE THIS CHALLENGE? IF
DESIRED, YOUR RESPONSE WILL BE PUBLISHED
ANONYMOUSLY, TOO. PLEASE EMAIL PDC TEAM:
pdc@piercecollege.edu
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PIERCE COLLEGE CASE STUDIES IN EQUITY, continued…
-CASE STUDY FROM SPRING 2017QUESTION 2:
DIVERSITY ASKS:

WOULDN’T IT BE A GREAT PROGRAM TO HAVE A PANEL DEBATE BLACK LIVES MATTER?
WE HAD A BLACK LIVES MATTER ACTIVIST HERE LAST SEMESTER, SO THIS SEMESTER
WE SHOULD INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE ALT-RIGHT.

EQUITY RESPONDS: WHY WOULD WE ALLOW THE HUMANITY AND DIGNITY OF PEOPLE OR OUR STUDENTS TO
BE THE SUBJECT OF DEBATE OR THE TARGET OF HARASSMENT AND HATE SPEECH?”
Extended explanation: Pierce
students, who belong to Pierce Mecha’s
Club, were targeted by a Facebook
Group entitled, “Los Angeles Pierce
College Republicans” (PCR). This group
is not an official ASO Club, but under
our Pierce College name, they wrote
inflammatory posts designed to
intimidate specific Pierce College
students and a faculty advisor.
In conjunction to this harassment, one
PC Republican member said that he
had scheduled a visit from Milo
Yiannopoulos, the controversial altright speaker from Briebart. (See
FaceBook’s screen shot, left). While
Milo’s tour never came to Pierce, the
PCR’s invitation highlights a situation
faced by many campuses. In short,
conservative student groups evoked
the protections of “freedom of speech” and the language of diversity—as an act of
inclusion— to invite alt-right thinkers to their campuses. In turn, colleges have struggled
with how to handle these situations, and many have done a poor job, resulting in campus
violence and the notorious Berkeley riots in February 2017.
YOUR
INPUT
WANTED

SHOULD ALL OPINIONS HAVE AN EQUAL PLATFORM WITHIN OUR CAMPUS
AND WITHIN OUR CLASSROOM? TO RESPOND, PLEASE EMAIL PDC TEAM:
pdc@piercecollege.edu. (A response to case study on next page…)
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RESPONSE TO CASE STUDY, continued…
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE RESPONSE BELOW DOES NOT REPRESENT THE OPINION OF EITHER PIERCE COLLEGE OR THE
ENTIRE PDC. THIS RESPONSE IS FROM MARIA BATES BASED ON HER UNDERSTANDING OF THE IDEA OF EQUITY. IF YOU
HAVE A DIFFERENT UNDERSTANDING OR OPINION, YOUR INPUT IS WANTED. EMAIL PDC@PIERCECOLLEGE.EDU

From the discourse of diversity as an
idea of general inclusion, one might
initially propose that all sides should
have a chance to be heard, including
the alt-right’s views about people of
color and religious minorities. In
turn, this premise that all have an
equal voice presents challenges;
such a belief system allows people to
argue that there exists “reverse”
forms of disenfranchisement / racism
whenever an alt-right speaker is
denied access to a college campus.
In this view, all voices should be
“equally” considered within a
discourse in order to be “fair.”
However, this ahistorical point of
view misunderstands the purpose
of the college; the college’s objective is to be EQUITABLE, and this means that the college
must engage in transformative acts that correct both intentional and unintentional
practices of oppression; this transformative act cannot be achieved if a college allows altright speakers to use colleges as their forum to further subjugate and humiliate
disenfranchised groups of students. Hate speech is not the same as free speech, and it
should not be welcomed as an “equal” opportunity for those who wish to harm innocent
others.

Illustration is free use for educational purposes

In short, in pursuit of equity / justice, we need to say, “NO” to people who identify as altright / Nazi speakers on college campuses.
THE VIEW PRESENTED HERE IS CONTROVERSIAL. SOME CAMPUSES WANT TO SUPPORT
FREE SPEECH AS A LIBERAL IDEAL THAT ALLOWS ALL TO SHARE THEIR OPINIONS,
REGARDLESS OF THE OPINION.
IN THE EVENT THAT AN ALT-RIGHT SPEAKER IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK ON ANY
CAMPUS, SEE THE SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER’S PEACEFUL RECOMMENDATIONS:
THE ALT RIGHT ON CAMPUS: WHAT STUDENTS NEED TO KNOW.

PREFACE: MORE PIERCE CASE STUDIES / THIS IS NOT EASY
/9
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With a commitment to equity, the PDC has compiled the following list of Pierce College
case studies for our review. We hope that this list will inspire people on campus, and
other committees, to identify and apply strategies to remedy the situations below (or any
other situations under your purview, either as a committee or as an individual).
We acknowledge that such a review is difficult, both emotionally and institutionally,
especially when we appreciate our college, our colleagues, and the efforts already in
place. At the same time, the nature of our profession—as people who try to affect positive
change— always means we need to be self-aware, or as many say, “WOKE.”
We also acknowledge that people may feel uncomfortable with the case studies below.
The process is discomforting; it challenges us to see how far we can stretch ourselves
towards equity, and this may mean that some solutions may not be “fair” to us on a
personal level, but it is equitable and just on a social level. During this process, we may
need to change patterns in our behavior and our procedures (in our classrooms or on our
campus); this is not easy work.
Though we are the PDC, we don’t have the answers and cannot do this work in isolation.
In fact, as you will see from the list below, our committee has been questioned for
practices we assumed were equitable—and we put our hearts and souls into what we do.
For this reason, please do not think we are blaming or shaming people; if you should
recognize these stories or have experienced a similar situation, we are with you.
Thank you for your care and even for your discomfort. Inevitably, this is part of the
process.

a) The largest employee group on campus, Pierce’s adjunct population, is comprised of
a majority of White Males.*
Implications: Departments often hire their adjuncts as tenured-track professors;
adjuncts are (often) phenomenal instructors, but this group is least likely to get
trained in equity (and other) practices within the classroom because they have
obligations at other colleges; instructors need to be culturally sensitive, but it is
often hard to tell through an adjunct interview or an application.
By further diversifying the adjunct population, students can envision all people in
positions of power (and this might eliminate some prejudices or give students hope
to imagine their own possibility. It is a visual promise rather than a rhetorical one).

*STATS: Majority of Pierce Employees: Adjuncts, Male, and White, ages 65-69
The majority who serve our students are adjunct faculty (41.8% as of March 2015);
50.2% of our adjunct faculty are males and the majority identify as white (68.6%). There
is a relatively equal span of ages, but the largest majority is 65-69 years old (13.5%).
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MORE PIERCE CASE STUDIES / THIS IS NOT EASY, continued…
b) Black History Month is not properly observed, or observed at all, by campus leaders
and the Pierce Diversity Committee.
c) A faculty member asks Muslim students about their placement in the class; the
instructor requests the students’ transcripts and the identity of their former
teachers; he wants to make sure they were properly placed in his course.
d) A student does not want to work with a transgender student and evokes his
freedom of religion as a way to legitimize his aversion.
e) A community member does not understand why “All Lives Matter” is disrespectful to
the “Black Lives Movement.” The individual believes that identity politics undermine
the common good.
f) An adjunct faculty member refuses to shake a female faculty member’s hand due to
his religious beliefs. “I only shake a man’s hand,” he allegedly tells her.
g) A student believes that his freedom of speech has been jeopardized because an
administrator asks him to not pass out copies of the constitution outside the free
speech zone.
h) An LBGTQ students feels uncomfortable in a class because the professor has
advocated against transgender bathrooms.
i) The PDC uses electronic sign-ins for campus events, which are sent to their
instructors for potential extra credit. Several students have struggled to sign in due
to their limitations, such as cerebral palsy, rheumatoid arthritis, dyslexia, and no
cell phone.
j) The sheriffs’ new SUVs look intimidating and inhospitable on a college campus.
Given the political climate and the fear of police by many immigrants, Black
students, and undocumented students, the police department should try to be more
campus-friendly by using motorcycles, bicycles, and golf cars.

If you have a case study you would like us to share (anonymously or with credit), please
email us: pdc@piercecollege.edu. When you provide a case study, we ask that you take
out the names of people. We wish to protect and respect peoples’ privacy.
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Case Analysis Process:
An Equity Literacy Approach
Reprinted with permission of Paul Gorski
Time: This activity requires at least 30+ minutes or more.
Purpose: Students read and analyze specific cases, identifying problems posed by the
case, discussing different perspectives, and imagining equitable outcomes.
Preparation: Divide participants into pairs or small groups
Instructions:
Step 1: Identify the problem or problems posed by the case (see synopsis of case
below)
Step 2: Take stock of varying perspectives, trying to remember the full variety of
stakeholders and community members, including those who are involved directly
and those who are involved at more of a distance.
Step 3: Consider possible challenges and opportunities, paying special attention to
biases and inequities and how the situation presents an opportunity for dialogue
and positive change, not just for those immediately involved, but for the
institution.
Step 4: Imagine equitable outcomes, remembering that equity requires a fair
distribution of opportunity and access—a resolution of the bias or inequity, not
just a resolution of interpersonal conflict.
Synopsis:
A sixth grade teacher takes her class to a nature reserve for a science based
hike, believing the reserve has accommodations for her new student, who uses
crutches due to cerebral palsy. When the class arrives they learn that the reserve’s
accommodations are [inadequate].
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CLASS ACTIVITY FOR EQUITY, continued…
Points for Consideration
• This case points, among other things, to the tension between equality and equity. All
students are invited on the same field trip, which would constitute a sort of equality. But
once on the field trip not all students have the same access to learning opportunities,
which is an obvious inequity. The best “accommodations” should provide equitable
experiences rather than equal experiences. Consider how this tension manifests in other
educational scenarios.
• Making choices for equity can be a difficult task. There often is a lot to consider,
including what Sonia Nieto has called the “sociopolitical context of schooling.” It might be
tempting to look at this one event and think, “It’s just one field trip so it’s no big deal if
Justin is separated from the class so everybody else can experience the hike.” But if we
step back and consider the situation more broadly, we begin to see that students like
Justin often experience little slights, little fragments of inequity, that taken together could
constitute a fairly exclusionary school experience. This is why it is important to consider
these single events in their larger contexts.
• Ms. Thurston might feel compelled to address this issue with Justin and Ms. Parsons
exclusively, but it is important to realize that it should be addressed with all of her
students. By engaging them in a process of community building and problem solving, she
would demonstrate that Justin is an integral part of the class community. Perhaps a
future unit could encourage students to look at other ways inequity concerns come into
play, perhaps by evaluating issues in their own communities.
• Although Ms. Thurston was mindful enough to call the park and inquire about
accommodations, she took for granted that Justin would have a learning experience that
roughly paralleled that of his classmates when Ms. Parsons told her that accommodations
were available. This reflects a sort of privilege that both Ms. Thurston and Ms. Parsons (as
well as other people without mobility challenges) experience, but may not understand.
Had Ms. Thurston asked for clarification about the available accommodations, she would
not have been surprised upon arriving at the park. More importantly, she would have had
more of an opportunity to make alternate, more equitable, plans for her students.
These case study scenarios and case analysis framework were written by Paul C. Gorski and Seema
Pothini for their co-authored book, Case Studies on Diversity and Social Justice Education,
published in 2014 by Routledge. The book contains more than 35 school- and classroom-based cause
study scenarios related to issues like race, class, gender and gender identity, sexual orientation,
(dis)ability, language, and religion. Each scenario is followed by a list of discussion questions. The
book also contains "Points of Reflection" for each case scenario.
If you have a best practice or teaching activity you would like to share, please email us at
PDC@piercecollege.edu
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DIVERSITY WISH LIST / OPPORTUNITIES TO SERVE:

CONTACTS:
DISTRICT OFFICE OF DIVERSITY PROGRAMS:
GENE LITTLE,
Director of Diversity Programs

ALL ARE WELCOME ________________________________

PDC invites all members of our community to participate. We
meet from 11:15-12:30 every second Thursday of the month
in the International Student Conference Room (i.e., second
floor of Student Service Building). Right now, we are trying
to build a taskforce for homeless and low-income students.
In particular, we have a VOTING member positions open in
the following areas: a) Special Student Services; b) Staff
Representative.
The PDC promotes diversity / equity awareness on campus
and contributes to activities and programs that honor this
diversity. Some of our projects include Pierce’s One CampusOne Book Project with the Library, the B.R.A.V.E Program
with ASO, Campus Awareness (PDC publications), Homeless
and Low-Income Student Task Force, ESL Conversation Café,
and International Student Advocacy & Support.
In addition to these projects, we also actively support other
campus events: Sanctuary / Undocumented Students, the
Health Department’s Film on campus assault, Safe Zone
training for LGBTQ students, and Faculty Training during the
Fall Convocation and Spring Break-Out sessions.
If you have a project or event you would like us to support,
please contact pdc@piercecollege.edu.

OFFICE OF DIVERSITY PROGRAMS
Phone: (213) 891-2317 or
(213) 891-2315
diversityprograms@laccd.edu
PIERCE DIVERSITY COMMITTEE
MICHAEL HABATA, CO-CHAIR
DR. JOSE VARGAS, CO-CHAIR
JUAN CARLOS ASTORGA,
SANCTUARY TEAM LEADER
JUDITH BAGG, ESL TEAM LEADER
MARIA BATES,
NEWSLETTER TEAM LEADER
DARREN BORG
LARA CONRADY-WONG
ASO & BRAVE TEAM LEADER
MITA DESAI
CURT DUFFY
LORALYN MC DONALD FREDERICK
ALAN GLASS
SALLY KASSAMANIAN
KAREN MORAN
BRIAN PIERSON
MARCELA PORTILLO
FIRST YEAR STUDENT EXPERIENCE

PDC NEWSLETTER CONTENT
WANTED_______________________________________

ANAFE ROBINSON,
TASK FORCE LEADER, HOMELESS STUDENTS

PDC welcomes submissions for our future newsletters. We
are requesting the following materials (on topics of
diversity):

LORI TRAVIS
COMMUNICATION CAFÉ TEAM LEADER

Reflections / flyers of events / example of faculty or student
work / reflections-reactions-questions / case studies in
equity / reviews of books or movies / articles with
permission to reprint / best practices / concerns / creative
endeavors / art – infographs – quotations… / info about new
programs / info about changes in laws or policies / resources

LISA VALDEZ,
OCOB TEAM LEADER

SHIGUERU TSUHA

CANDY VAN
MORIAH VAN NORMAN
STUDENT ATHLETES
SHAHEEN VAZ
ABIGAIL WATSON,
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TEAM LEADER

